Latest training courses. Be prepared.
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Prepare pilots and crews for safe operations.
Schedule your next Dornier 228 training.
Safety first! This is why we continuously develop specifically designed training courses
for the Dornier 228 pilots and crew, making sure your operations convey the
best practices in different scenarios and get direct access to the latest technical
and operational knowledge and mission-specific procedures.
Engine Ground Run Training
Safe and successful missions start with an engine system that is in full working condition.
Take off with confidence when your Dornier 228 crew verifies a strong, sound engine
after a maintenance event. Perform approved system checks on your Dornier 228 engines
and safely prepare your aircraft for its next mission. Our Dornier 228 flight test pilots
ensure you benefit from OEM knowledge for a thorough Engine Ground Run training
and reliable operations.
Sea Survival Training
Be prepared for over water emergencies. The Customized Sea Survival training
provides participants with realistic scenarios in a safe and secure environment,
including underwater escape exercises and techniques specially developed for
the Dornier 228. The two-day module includes classroom instruction and in-pool
exercises in different weather scenarios using a unique cockpit/fuselage training device.
Maintenance Check Flight Training
Verify adequate maintenance on your own Dornier 228 with highly developed
Level A certification training courses for pilots and crews. It features carefully designed
modules with both classroom work and in-flight training. The Level A maintenance
check flights, according to EASA Regulation 965/2012, Annex VIII, Subpart E,
Section 5 MCF, lets you ensure all processes and functions are operating correctly so
you are prepared for continuous and safe operations.

Read more and register

Or just call us – we look forward to hearing from you!
Michael Franz
Director Customer Support Dornier 228
Tel. +49 8153 30 2284
michael.franz@ruag.com
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